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Applicant Name Kumar Kalbande

Text of Application

Respected CPIO FSI Dehradun Please find the attachment. An email
is submitted to DG FSI Dehradun. Under RTI Act 2005 Please
provide the following 1) True copies of further correspondence/action
initited on the email attached 2) True copies of all the related
documents including Notesheet I am ready to pay legal charges

Reply of Application please find attachment for sought information.

SN. Action Taken Date of
Action

Action
Taken By Remarks

1 RTI REQUEST
RECEIVED

26/01/2024 Nodal Officer

2 REQUEST
FORWARDED TO

CPIO

29/01/2024 Nodal Officer Forwarded to CPIO(s) : (1) Kamal Pandey

3 REQUEST DISPOSED
OF

20/02/2024 Kamal
Pandey-
(CPIO)

Print



Regarding attendance and mail by RD CZ Nagpur on 24/06/2021 and submission of work
1 message

Kumar Kalbande <kumarkalbande@gmail.com> Sat, 26 Jun, 2021 at 03:19
To: ddpna@fsi.nic.in <ddpna@fsi.nic.in>, dgfsi@fsi.nic.in <dgfsi@fsi.nic.in>, saurabhraje Bhende <saurabhrajebhende@gmail.com>

To 
Director General 
Forest Survey Of India 
Kaulagarh Road 
Dehradun 

Through proper channel 

Subject:- 1) Attendance 
                 2) Submission of Progress reports without any received field office order 
                 3) Illegally using my FCM work data without submitting it to concern official 
                  4) illegally keeping my belongings such as Identity Card, two NRSA IIRS Certificates , Checkbook and some cash.

Respected Sir, 

With reference to above mentioned subject I have received mail regarding submitting the progress by Shri Chaatu rbhuja Bahera RD
on 24 June 2021. This is to inform you that I have not received any field order regarding going to field. I am attaching video
recording of Shri Ansari who is illegally stopping us for signing register and asking us joint the field directly without joining office. 
       

VIDEO-2021-06-10-02-04-44.mp4

VIDEO-2021-06-10-01-59-53.mp4

My fellow colleagues JTAs and STAs received order from RD that they are relived from office. I have carried out field work before
but reliving from office is strange exercise. I requested RD to send me attachment as it is corrupt and not opening but he refused
my request. Without any office order asking me to submit progress report.  I request you to verify with RD weather he has given me
any order of field and weather he has receiving on that order by me. If yes I am complied to submit progress report and if no this
too comes under harassment. 
     In one order RD mentioned attendance will be marked from field. But in last month all the field parties were here and I was going
to office regularly which you can check through CCTV footage’s and I have 7 witness. Recently Finance Ministry has order that
salary should be given for the month of April May June 2021 for contributory staff regardless of their attendance and which also
holds applicable for regular CG employee. Yet my salary was denied by RD. This ill act and illegally stopping of my salary forced me
to think that it’s out of personal vengeance. Now without receiving or joining to office how would I work in field without necessary
map sheets pda gps and other related field items and additionally money. I was performing store library and FCM duties before his
arrival. He understand necessity of working in field but doesn’t understand requirements for the same. Additionally he has drawn
Tour advance For 12 days and asking me to work in the field for 30 days. Like he mentioned in government portal that this office
doesn’t have necessary fund (0.25 lakh for over 1 lakh of medical bill) and with no salary I wouldn’t risk to going to field without
money. I am salary less from past 5 months 25 days now. I am capable of calculating my TA DA and train fair / air fare. There is no
need to calculate it for me at JTA level like any personal secretary to Director in office.  I mentioned before I shall proceed to field
only after money and joining at work in legal ways. You can clearly see in video Mr Ansari is giving oral orders. Additionally Security
Guard is stopping from coming to my office by verbal order of Shri Chaturbhuja on Deputation. If you don’t react even after
watching it in video I have no idea where I supposed to report. 
      I received the order no T 145 NFI NE 2020-21/803 in month of March which was issued in January month where I was under
covid treatment for recovery through CGHS. In that order RD is sending me to field of Kolkatta Eastern Zone while I work in central
zone. There is no reference of HQ order. When I further joined in April 2020 the field work was over and all the field staff was called
back yet he draw a straight line on my attendance register which I have already sent to you before for purpose of not giving salary. 
          Shri Chaturbhuja Bahera mentioned in PMo portal that workstation belongs to me and under RTI he is refusing that
information. Weather workstation belongs to me or not, without submitting FCM data he sent me letter that my FCM work progress
is 10%.  Whereas Assitant Director submitted my progress which is more than 90 % which is in mail of progress report. I would like
to bring your kind attention to the fact that I was under covid treatment and I was not dead. This FCM staff has access my data
without me submitting it to office. This is punishable under Information Technology act. Also RD mentioned in PMo letter that I was
absent from work during that period. And without my consent entire FCM staff accessed my data in my absence and now they are
generating area statistics from the same FCM data. I am showing this work in my CR reports till December 15. Also without
conducting inquiry by Assistant  Director at HQ who is in charge of all 4 states, RD 10% progress claim holds no ground. Also I am
requesting you to take strict action too on these illegal activities conducted by FCM staff. I may challenge it in court for using my
work data without my submission for calculating ISFR report. 
      The RD claimed that I have 2 TB ,1 TB and 500 GB storage capacity HDD issued by office. Whereas I requested issue letter/
Inward outward register copy and bill copies and entry to stock register through letter then RTI and now even through first appeal.



But by hook or crook he is denying this information. Those HDD holds my previous three cycle Data of Gujarat and Other States. He
is refusing my access to Office. Those items were never issued in my name. One 500 GB HDD doesn’t even belong to office. If yes I
request him to provide me details I requested. It’s been 5 months those application and information is pending. Those HDD
contains international Border (sharing with Pakistan )Satellites Imagery Also Costal Lines Satellite imagery of Gujarat State which
is sensitive national data. I don’t have those HDDs and it was never issued to me. And concluding from office order they are
missing. This is extremely sensitive and dangerous matter. I request you to give me requested information regarding this matter in
3 days failing which I request to allow me to report to missing/theft complaint for those HDD to nearest police station and further
report it to Central Home/ Defence Ministry and MoRFCC for security purpose of India. 
        My store charge has been removed and given to Mr Parikshit Agarkar Dy Ranger and now Mr Makwana JDM. I would like to
bring your kind attention to the fact that the handing over of charge was done in my absence and I am not accountable for anything
related to or from store since it’s already transferred to third person. In this handing over Mr Parikshit Agarkar has handed my
personal belonging along with store articles and when I requested them they are asking me to write letter to RD for that. Current
store keeper is keeping my two identity card illegally. I have that information in WhatsApp chats and I am ready to show you when
requested. Also my two certificates from NRSA Hyderabad  and IIRS Dehradun was there in the office. One Krishna Photo with
frame. Also My checkbook and some cash around 3 Thousand which was left in urgency after coming covid positive and couldn’t
able to go back to work place because of protocols. Now from other office employee the information reached to me that my FCM
staff has touched my articles without my consent or without calling me. Also Previous store incharge handed some of my personal
belonging as I mentioned above. My personal drawer was accessed in my absence by FCM staff/colleagues which is completely
illegal. Now all those items are not even present there. Which indicates that it has been kept or stolen. I am requesting you to
request RD to return my personal belongings within one week. Failing which I request to allow me to go to local police station for
accessing my drawer and for items missing.  
         All above behaviour, from Office Director and colleagues contributes to my mental and physical harassment. This will be sixth
month where RD will be stopping my salary illegally. I have lost 10 Kgs of weight during this 6 months of continue harassment.    I
am giving you in writing that whatever loss I bear in future mental or physical, concern people from Forest Survey of India will be
held responsible for this. I am requesting you to take immediate action. You can clearly see these Inhuman insensitive act which is
kept repeating from past 6 months now. This office lost one employee to suicide and one person from Bangalore to Covid 19 for
which office is trying to collect money through donations. I am requesting to act quickly before it turns into irreversible loss. 
          I shall be very obliged through my life if you do the needful. 
    Thanks 

Regards 
Kumar Kalbande 
J T A 
Nagpur 

Copy to 
1) Regional Director FSI Nagpur 






